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Abstract
Inspections of industrial pipe lines by the robots are essential as these autonomous systems are applied to explore
inaccessible positions. Their intelligence and reliability ensure operators to monitor and control various part of the plant
from a safe location. The complex geometry, hazardous content materials, pipe bends etc. have forced for judicious
designing of the insisted robots. The improvement has grown rapidly and different types of locomotion systems have
been introduced. This paper undergoes with locomotion techniques of various IN-pipe and OUT-pipe climbing robots
with proper examples. A comprehensive classification of the discussed robots has been prepared based on this study.
Keywords: Climbing mechanisms, Locomotion systems, Pipe Climbing techniques, Climbing Speed, Bio-mimetic robots

____________________________________________________________________________________________
1. Introduction
Gas/oil transmission industrial pipeline systems in nuclear,
power and process plants have passed through steady
maintenance as these pipes are subjected to corrosion and
abrasion by the fluids or gases within the pipe. Reactions
from external environments like oxidization, ageing and
mechanical stress are also responsible for pipeline failure.
Routine inspections are indeed essential to predict the pipe
condition. Latest inclusion of probes in manual inspection
units has augmented search techniques. Still inspection tools
of the pipes are not fully automated and search operation has
also turned into a cost incurred time-bound activity. In order
to reduce the inspection time and cost, several pipe climbing
robots have been proposed. Researchers all over the world
are now focussing on systems which are able to navigate in
the manifold. Roh [1] first proposed the general locomotion
categorization strategies used to solve the in-pipe inspection
problems and by following the development of pipe
inspection robots, it has been classified into several forms
according to the movement patterns as pig type(passively
driven by the fluid pressure), wheel type, caterpillar type,
wall-pressed type, walking type, inchworm type and screw
type [2-7]. Pipe bends constraints are being negotiated by
differential-drive steering (for single body systems) or
articulated structures. Extensive developments have been in
progress in recent years to make the robot move in narrow
slot and complex structure. The realization of novel
locomotion equipped with advanced actuator and
mechanisms
such
as
Electro-rheological
valve,
Electromagnetic actuator, parallel link manipulator,
pantograph mechanism, pneumatic valve adds flexibility and
enables the robot to move in inaccessible environment
[8-12]. The design aspects and locomotion principles of
climbing robots have already been discussed by several
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authors [7, 83] but this paper solely describes the locomotion
systems of pipe climbing robots. Based on the studies and
experimental prototypes over the last few decades,
Locomotion systems are classified in four major categories:
Legged type [13-17]. Tracked type [18-26], Wheeled type
[27-58] and Limbless type [59-82]. Legged locomotion was
the first used in development of IN-pipe type robot [17].
Wheeled locomotion are widely regarded due to ability in
branch navigation and mobility and robots use such
locomotion are categorized as robots having passive or
active wheels. Tracked type robots are also simple in
structure [23]. The belt bounding wheels exert more friction
for the robot, thus making it able to move on uneven
surfaces whereas Limbless type robots move without legs
and primarily uses the body itself as a propulsive structure.
The Locomotion strategies are briefly discussed in the
succeeding sections with adequate examples and finally a
classification table has been prepared where the robots are
arranged chronologically.]
2. Locomotion
2.1 Legged locomotion
A very common locomotion principle in the range of
climbing robots is the use of limbs or legs which are pushed
against the pipe walls to support the body. A Spider-like
climbing robot developed by Siemens AG as pipe and tubing
inspection tool by using legged locomotion may be referred
as the first invention of IN-pipe climbing robot [17]. The
robot consists of eight legs with 2-DOF each. For its
locomotion, the robot pushes two opposite legs against the
internal surface of the pipe, in a way to get stuck, and
afterward, brings the body in the movement direction (Fig.
1).
An in-pipe micro robot with piezoelectric actuator was
introduced which can move inside very small curved pipe in
horizontal as well as in vertical direction. The main
components are stacked PZT elements, legs, inertia mass,
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gripper, controller and power supply (Fig. 2). The PZT
actuator deforms slowly with the change in the electric field
and drives the counter mass. When the inertia force of the
counter mass goes beyond the friction force of legs, the legs
slide forward keeping the counter mass stationary [13].

Gough-Stewart (G-S) platform as a climbing robot was
proposed as a novel solution for carrying out tasks on
tubular structures that involve a high risk for workers [14].
The G-S platform is designed as a parallel robot with two
rings connected by six linear actuators. Each ring has two
legs which allow the robot to attach one ring to the pipe
surface while the other ring travels along the structure (Fig.
3).The “MORITZ” robot was developed by Technical
University of Munich [15]. This robot consists of 8 legs
(four on each body extreme) that can rotate along the
longitudinal axis with the help of two rotational joints (Fig.
4). The two bending joints allow the robot to bend while
negotiating in curved pipes. Another type of legged out-pipe
climbing robot was presented which consists of two moving
modules and a connecting arm (fig. 5). The robot can climb
as well as rotate on the pipe surface and each module is
provided with two degrees of freedom, allowing the robot to
avoid obstacles and navigate through the flanges, fixtures
and branch pipes [16]. From the study one can find pipe
climbing robots with four or eight legs. It is evident that
legged robots are potentially better fitted to uneven terrain
and has the ability to step over obstacles easily. Conversely,
the higher number of degrees of freedom leads to a complex
mechanical structure and comparably lower operating speed
with respect to other locomotion principles.

Fig. 1. A spider like octapod robot [17] Fig. 2. PZT type in-pipe robot

Fig. 3. G-S Platform [14]

Fig 6. TOSHIBA [27]
Fig. 4. Mortiz [15]

Fig. 7. An Adaptable mobile robot [33]
Fig. 5. Out-pipe climbing robot [16]
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the other part is bound to follow a helical motion [30].

Fig. 8. Robot [37]
Fig. 9. Helipipe [30]

2.2 Wheeled locomotion
Wheeled locomotion has a wide range of application in the
field of climbing robots. This mechanism enables a robot to
move rapidly and requires less energy when compared to
other types of robotic locomotion mechanisms. It can also
reach a relatively high speed. Wheel type robots can be
divided into directly driven wheel (active wheel) and
passively driven wheel [33] .Some of the wheeled robots
feature both active and passive wheels, they are categorized
as hybrid wheeled type locomotion. “Toshiba” was
developed as a micro pipe-inspection robot for 1-in pipelines
that offers good mobility and has suitable functionality for
practical use. The functional elements are a planetary wheel
mechanism, a micro electromagnetic motor, a pneumatic
micro actuator, a micro CCD camera, and a pneumatic
wobble motor (Fig. 6). The planetary wheel mechanism
drives the rear wheel of robot against the pipe inner wall by
the actuation of a single motor. For the negotiation of curved
pipe a flexible link is attached with planetary wheel
mechanism [27]. A Screw principle micro robot was
proposed by considering the advantage of climbing the
stepped portion of small pipes without using any special
actuator. Tires are mounted on the main body and torque is
applied to the main body through a flexible wire. The tire
rolls spirally around the centre axis of the body causes the
micro robot to move forward [28]. Similar kind of
locomotion can be observed in case of “THES-I” where
rollers are free to rotate spirally around the axis of the pipe
without rotating the body itself [29]. Another robot based on
adaptive mobile mechanism with screw drive wheel has
been shown in Fig. 7. The robot is equipped with a latter
driving arm mechanism which produces enough traction
force (by using a compression spring inside the driving arm)
to maintain proper contact with the pipe wall [33]. All of
these robots are using a single actuator for propulsion and
suitable for straight vertical pipes, but as per as a curved
pipe is concerned more than one actuator is needed. Fig. 8
shows a prototype of an in-pipe robot composed of two
units. The front unit consists of angled passive wheels and
power is transmitted from rear unit to front unit through a
universal joint. Although there is only one DC motor is used
for actuation, the robot exhibit decent mobility in both
straight and curved pipes [37]. “Heli-pipe” is also analogous
to [37] which is made up of two parts connected by a
universal joint (Fig. 9). One part is directed along the pipe
by a set of wheels moving parallel to the pipe axis, whereas

Fig. 10. THES-III

Fig. 11. MRINSPECT IV [1]

Fig. 12. UT-PCR [311]
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Fig. 14. Pipe line inspection robot with a mechanical clutch[39]

Fig. 13. NTU-Navigator [35]

Theseus Series” was developed based on the concept of
“whole stem drive” which is very operational to allow an
in-pipe vehicle to travel long distance in the pipeline. The
drive mechanism of THES-III is poised with four links
arranged equally around the body and each link has a
large-sized drive wheel (Fig. 10).The driving wheels are
constrained to the pipe wall by CCV (Control Configured
Vehicle) mechanism [29]. MRINSPECT IV (Multifunctional
Robot for IN-pipe inSPECTion), the newest of
MRINSPECT had been developed for the inspection of
urban gas pipelines with 4-inch inside diameter.
MRINSPECT IV is configured with a link construction
capable of being folded forward and backward. Three
separated driving modules provide high flexibility and
agility in a narrowly constrained space (Fig. 11). The
steering mechanism with differential-drive wheels allows it
to become accustomed to most of the existing configurations
of pipelines [1].“UT-PCR” a wheel based pole climbing
robot was developed by University of Teheran. It consists of
a triangular body and six limbs. Wheels are attached to the
tip of each limb (Fig. 12). Three lower wheels are actuated
with DC motor while the upper three wheels remain passive
[31]. This type of locomotion system can be considered as a
hybrid wheeled locomotion due to the presence of both
active and passive wheels. “NTU-Navigator”, a lightweight
modular pipe inspection robot was developed by National
Taiwan University [35]. The driving module consists of a
worm gear, a DC motor and a driving wheel. The steering
module composed of a servo motor and two steering wheels.
The height of the robot is self-adjustable by providing a
spring linked to upper wheel (Fig. 13). Wheeled locomotion
can also be found with a parallel linkage mechanism with
folding characteristics. A robot consists of a main body,
three wheel (active) chains, and three clutch wheel (passive)
parts along with the parallel linkage mechanism is shown in
Fig. 14 [39]. An another robot uses a similar mechanism but
requires only two wheel chains which are arranged 180
degrees apart from each other (Fig. 15), so additional sensors
can be added on both sides of the body [40].

Fig. 15. Robot with two wheel chain mechanism [40]

The “PIRATE” (Pipe Inspection Robot for Autonomous
Exploration) is a robot consists of four identical modules and
one rotation module (Fig. 16). The robot is structured with
two V-shape clamping connected by the rotation module.
Every Joint is provided with a wheel having an in-wheel
drive system. The flexible modular configuration produces
the necessary traction force on the wheels to maintain
friction and orientation within the pipe [41]. A group of
researchers from the Yonsei University developed a pipe
inspection robot (Fig. 17) with Adaptable Quad Arm
Mechanism (AQAM) and Swivel Hand Mechanism (SHM).
These two mechanism enables the robot to travel through
various branch pipes with zero-radius of curvature [42].

Fig. 16. PIRATE [41]

Fig. 17. Robot with AQAM and SHM [42]

All the above mentioned robots have some mechanical
system to push their wheels against the pipe wall in order to
generate friction force used for propulsion. Since most of the
industrial pipe materials are ferromagnetic in nature, these
kind of complex mechanical system can be avoided by
introducing magnetic wheels. A compact robot with two
magnetic wheels in bicycle arrangement is shown in Fig. 18.
The robot is integrated with an active lifter-stabilizer and a
steering unit [32]. Fig. 19 represents a simple magnetic
wheeled robot capable of climbing in any pipeline with
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internal diameter ranging from 80mm upwards. The steering
mechanism of this robot is achieved by using differential
drive system [43]. On a comparable note, another robot was
developed [34] with additional linear actuators and slide
bearings for guiding the linear movements (Fig. 20).
“Tubulo” is a train-like miniature climbing robot comprises
of four modules coupled with special connectors having two
degrees of freedom (Fig. 21). The robot can be reconfigured
by adding or removing different modules. Standard magnetic
wheels are used as holding system. The robot can move in
ferromagnetic tubes with 25mm diameter and able to pass
curves of 150mm curvature [36].A flexible squirm pipe
robot was proposed with magnetic wheels for inspecting the
inner casing of pipes with complex shaped structures. The
robot motion is realized by the flexible helical axle and the
gear nut arrangement (Fig. 22). The locomotion is achieved
by squirm type walk i.e. alternate contraction of the left and
right body over the helical axle [38].

Fig. 21. TUBULO [36]

Fig. 22. Robot [38]

2.3 Tracked locomotion
Tracked locomotion provides more traction compared to
wheeled robots and is suitable for rough surfaces. It’s also
capable of giving a better pay load capacity. But in terms of
speed it lies in between legged and wheeled locomotion.
“FAMPER” has been designed to inspect 150 mm pipelines
and consists four caterpillar tracks operated by DC motors
(Fig. 23). The robot is provided with an extendable link
mechanism which enhances its mobility. The caterpillar
tracks can be tilted up to 5° with respect to the main body to
overcome the motion singularity problem [18].
“PAROYS-II” was developed by Yonsei University. The
robot comprises of three parts which includes a centre
module, a track module and an active pantograph
mechanism (Fig. 24). Three caterpillar tracks are connected
symmetrically to the centre module through the pantograph
mechanism. The robot is capable of moving through pipes
with diameter ranging from 400mm to 700mm [19].A
modular wall-pressed caterpillar robot is presented in Fig.
25. The body units are identical and consists of wheels,
timing belts, pulleys and actuators. Number of modules or
body units can be increased depending on the pipe diameter
and they are coupled via a connecting link. Tracks are driven
by DC motors and RC servo motors are used to rotate the
connecting links to push body units against the pipe wall
[20].

Fig. 18. Compact magnetic wheeled robot [32]

Fig. 19. Robot [43]

Fig. 23. FAMPER [18]

Fig. 20. Robot [34]
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Fig. 27. Robot [22]
Fig. 24. PAROYS-II[19]

A crawler-type robot mechanism is adopted for the
inspection of 80-100 mm pipelines. The robot body is
assembled as a triangle as shown in Fig. 27, which is
suitable to support the three linkage structure. A spring
loaded four bar mechanism inflates the robot to grip the pipe
wall [22].
A precisely optimized magnetic crawler type wireless
inspection robot is shown in Fig. 28. Two crawlers are
connected by a hinge in such a way that it can follow the
curvature of the inner surface of the pipe by pitching and
rolling. A small motor with a velocity reduction mechanism
is employed for driving purpose and turning characteristics
is achieved by controlling right and left crawler
independently [23].

Fig. 25. Robot by [20]

“LS-01” is a simple tracked robot with foldable top
platform acts as the camera holder as shown in Fig. 26,
called as holder for fibre optic camera (HFOC). It was
mainly built to serve the purpose of boiler header inspection.
The robot uses standard differential drive system for steering
[21].

Fig. 29. Explorer [59]

Fig.28. Robot [23]

Fig. 30. Robot [60]

Fig. 26. LS-01 [21]
Fig. 31. Robot [61]
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elongation and contraction of eight shape-memory-alloy
(SMA) coils in complex pipes. The propulsion module of
each actuator consists of two identical permanent magnets,
two acrylic pipes, a translational spring, and an
electromagnet [66]. A steerable inchworm type in-pipe
inspection robot was fabricated for navigation in a wide
range of commercial pipes such as vertical, curved, “Y” and
“T” branched pipes (Fig. 37). The robot mainly embraces of
two clamper modules and one extensor module. The
extensor module consists of a frame, four continuum links,
pulleys, bevel gear sets, wheel and two actuators. The robot
can steer in various directions by adjusting the length of the
continuum links [67].

2.3 Limbless locomotion
Instead of exploiting wheels or legs, the limbless robots
utilize their body for propulsion. Most of the robots consist
of identical modules and the necessary propulsive effort for
locomotion is accomplished by driving the joints. Many of
them are biologically inspired and follows Inchworm, Snake
or Trunk-like motion, whereas some of the locomotion rely
exclusively on body undulation.Carnegie Mellon University
developed “Explorer”, an untethered remotely controlled
modular inspection robot for visual assessment in gas-mains.
The robot architecture is made of seven bodies connected to
each other by means of articulated joints (Fig. 29). Some of
the locomotor modules connect to their neighbours with
pitch-roll joints, while the others are connected via
pitch-only joints. “Explorer” is capable of moving through
straight pipe segments and sharp bends using the articulated
steering joints [59]. A bio-mimetic pipe crawling
micro-robot was developed based on self-excited vibration.
The locomotion is inspired by the peristaltic insects. The
robot consists of three driving units connected by two
moving joints (Fig. 30). Two linear electromagnetic solenoid
are used as actuators and the self-excited vibration is
realized through alternative switching of electromagnetic
solenoids [60]. By using only one pneumatic line, an
inchworm like micro robot for pipe inspection was
invented. It has an extensible body with clampers at either
end of its body as shown in Fig. 31, the inchworm’s
locomotion is achieved by attaching the rear portion of its
body to a surface of the pipeline via its clamper, and
extending its body forward, followed by attaching the front
portion to the surface, and taking the rear part of its body to
the direction of motion [61].The crawling motion of a
modular snake robot in an inclined pipe is realized by
altering the shape of the robot (Fig. 32). The shape of the
robot determines the direction of force that the robot applies
to the wall. The robot uses the frictional force created
between the robot and the inner surface of the pipe to drive
the robot forward. Five different motion shape code was
designed and tested on the snake robot out of which the
motion shape that has the largest number of waveforms
along the length of the robot offers fastest crawling speed
[62].“3DCLIMBER” was developed by university of
Coimbra to climb over 3D structures with bends and
branches. It is able to stay attached to the structure with one
gripper, and the arm can perform manipulation (Fig. 33).
The climbing module consists of a 3-DOF planer serial arm
and a Z-axis rotating mechanism. Each gripper includes two
unique multi-fingered V-shaped bodies [63].Ilmenau
University of Technology prepared a modular climbing robot
called “RAUPI” as shown in fig. 34. The locomotion module
is encompasses with a servo drive system, electronic
hardware, rigid aluminium frame and each module are
connected by direct or passive elements. Servo motor with a
special type of gear arrangement offers t torque that
generates gripping force between gripping module and the
substrate [64].
A minimalistic climbing robot, created at Carnegie
Mellon's Bio-robotics and Manipulation lab, uses vibration
for to move quickly in pipelines. A simple motor turns an
unbalanced mass at a uniform velocity, which generates an
oscillating acceleration and force (Fig. 35). As the mass
swings around, it causes the robot to bounce back and forth
between the tube walls [65]. The globular magnetic actuator
group is illustrated in Fig. 36 that exhibits a very high thrust
force and is capable of free reverse motion through

Fig. 32. Snake Robot [62]

Fig. 33. Robot [23]

Fig. 34 RAUPI [64]
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self-locking mechanism is introduced to work as a part of
the clamp. Fig. 40 displays a robot, mainly made up of five
parts in series: two clamps at two ends, one telescopic
driving mechanism in the middle, and two linkages liable for
connecting the cylinder with the clamps. Clamps are utilized
to generate force and form cessations with pipelines.
Pneumatic actuation system is used to mimic an inchworm
like locomotion [70].

Fig. 35. Robot [65]

Fig. 38. Vision based pole climbing robot [68]

Fig. 36. Equivalent model of actuator group [66]

Fig. 39. Prototype of Crawling Robot [69]

Fig. 37. Robot [67]
Atomic Energy Research Institute, Korea developed a
vision based pole climbing robot to inspect the piping
system in hazardous zone. The robot has 5 links and two
grippers at both ends of the robot as appeared in Fig. 38 and
moves along cylindrical pipes overcoming obstacles such as
flanges and valves [68]. A compact external pipe crawler
robot was built by Indian Institute of Science. The robot
imitates an inchworm motion by following a
clamp-and-push mechanism. Two SMA (Shape Memory
Alloy) actuated radially deployable compliant ring actuators
are used to serve the purpose (Fig. 39). The ring actuator has
a compliant mechanism that transforms circumferential
motion to radial motion which yields uniform grip on the
pipe [69].To improve the traction ability of in-pipe robots,

Fig. 40. Robot by [70]

3. Application & Discussions
Robots are developing at a fair rate and mostly based on
wheeled and tracked locomotion. Conventional methods for
inspection and repairing of pipe lines in industry are highly
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complex and costly. Frequent troubles are occurred in pipe
line circuits and caused by corrosion, cracking, wall
thinning, weld damage, holes, leakage and natural calamity.
The application of robots for the maintenance of the pipe
line utilities offers an efficient and economical approach to
cater the problem. These pipe inspection robots are usually
deployed in straight pipes, bend pipes, branch and stepped
pipes of the chemical plant, power plant, waste water
industry and underground urban gas sewages. Besides, these
robots are employed in observation of wiring on high
voltage power transmission towers & cleaning of electric
lights on lamp posts in a fixed duration. From the inclination
of pipe inspection robot growth in recent years, development
of IN-pipe robots are much faster than Out-pipe robot. But
IN-pipe robots are not being functional during plant
operation and faces constraints during variation of pipe

configuration like elbow, step change, etc. These types of
robot are applicable during installation of new pipelines or in
plant shut down. Most of the robots have wheeled
locomotion that gives wide acceptability but wheeled
locomotion are not that much suitable for Out-pipe climbing
robots which are dealing with pipes having higher diameter.
There may be tendency of jamming during navigating on
oxidized or ageing pipes also. Most suitable criteria are
therefore to improvement with hybrid locomotion. Tracked
wall-pressed type are better than wheeled wall-pressed type
robots as they have more contact surface with the wall.
Nevertheless, wheeled wall-pressed screw type robot has
shown its advantages as per as the speed with ease is
concerned. All the robots presented in the Table. 1 and are
arranged chronologically and classified depending on their
locomotion system.

Table 1. Classification of pipe-climbing robots according locomotion mechanism

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

TOSHIBA [27]
Robot [28]
THES-III [29]
Robot [13]
HELI-PIPE [30]
G–S platform [14]
MORITZ [15]
EXPLORER [59]
MRINSPECT IV [1]
UT-PCR [31]
Robot [32]
Robot [33]
Robot [34]
Robot [60]
NTU-Navigator [35]
Robot [61]
Robot [62]
3DCLIMBER [63]
RAUPI [64]
TUBULO [36]
FAMPER [18]
Robot [37]
Robot [38]
Robot [65]
Robot [39]
Robot [66]
PAROYS-II [19]
Robot [20]
Robot [40]
PIRATE [41]
Robot by [67]
LS-01[21]
Robot [42]
Robot [68]
Robot [22]
Robot [43]
Robot [23]
Robot [16]
Robot [69]
Robot [70]
Spider-Like Robot [17]

Limbless

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

4. Conclusion
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Wheeled
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y
w
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B
ri
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B
on
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pi
y
re
U
dn

Name

Tracke
d

Sl.

Legged

Locomotion System

Laboratory/Institute
Toshiba Corporation
NEC Corporation
Tokyo Gas Co.Ltd
Shanghai University
Universitelibre de bruxelles
Technical University of madrid
Technical University of Munich
Carnegie Mellon University
Sungkyunkwan University,
University of Tehran
ETH Zurich
Shenyang Institute of Automation
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
Shanghai University
National Taiwan University
Korea Aerospace University
Institute of Field Robotics,Thailand
University of Coimbra
Ilmenau University of Technology
ETH Zurich
Louisiana State University
Ritsumeikan University
BUPT Beijing
Carnegie Mellon University
Hanyang University
Tohoku Gakuin University
Yonsei University
Kanagawa University
Hanyang University,
University of Twente
Yonsei University
Universiti Tenaga Nasional
Yonsei University
KAERI, Korea
HanyangUniversity
Universiti Tenaga Nasional
Gunma University
Sungkyunkwan University
Indian Institute of Science
University of Toronto
Corporate Research and Development, Munich

proposed and tested. However, as the requirement changes,
these types of locomotion provide some limitations for
current situations. This review paper has discussed about the
current development of pipe climbing robots, classified them

From discussion, it has been observed that several pipe
climbing robots with several kinds of locomotion are
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based on their locomotion system and sorted them as a
timeline. Researchers also have hybridized the particularly
IN-pipe robot locomotion systems for a better performance.
The experiments revealed that by applying hybrid system
these robots can overcome the motion singularity problem
especially when steering or navigating. Locomotion has
been developed which are biologically inspired, provides

more flexibility.
This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution Licence
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